
























July 8, 2009

Mr. John Canning, P.E., PTOE
Adler Consulting
235 Main Street
White Plains, New York 10601

Re: Rock Hill Town Center, Town of Thompson, New York
CHA File: 18630

Dear Mr. Canning:

We are in receipt of your suggested Revision of Response to Comments (letter dated July 7, 2009) and 
have the following comments for the record. 

Issue 1: Rock Hill Drive Improvements

The roadway elements that we recommended be considered by the Town for the improved section of 
Rock Hill Drive are based on recommended standards of the American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the New York State Department of Transportation for this 
type of roadway and for the projected volume of traffic to be served.  

We disagree with your wholesale contention that none of these elements are required simply because 
other roads in the Town do not currently have these features.  The DEIS cites the fact that the existing 
roadway section of  Rock Hill Drive does not comply with these standards, but  we disagree with your
interpretation that since the existing roadway does not meet these standards, that the future 
improvements don’t need to consider them.

That being said, we do agree that the process for finalizing the design for the improvements needs to 
consider a variety of factors, and non-standard features are often appropriate and acceptable for the 
design.  We also agree that the review and approval of the improvements will include a detailed 
evaluation of the design to identify feasible alternatives and to support the use of non-standard features, 
as applicable.  We do not agree that the sole determinant for non-standard features should be the limits 
of existing right-of-way, although that of course needs to be considered as part of the overall detailed 
design evaluation.

Your point about the precedent on Route 42 where a sidewalk was recently constructed by NYSDOT 
without a buffer between it and the roadway is a valid one and we agree that this can be considered for 
Rock Hill Road.  Although we continue to have reservations about not providing at least the minimum
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offset distance (1-ft) between the edge of travel lane and the curb, as you propose, we believe that this 
issue can be resolved during the final plan development and review process. 

We agree with your proposed change to increase the width of the turn lanes (from 10-ft to 11-ft), as we 
had recommended. We also agree that, since the Town has accepted your proposal to locate the 
sidewalk on the south side rather than the north side, the overall right-of-way required can be reduced 
since the sidewalk can be considered part of the buffer area to separate the roadway from the parking 
for adjacent business.

We agree that a 5-foot sidewalk with intermittent encroachments for street lighting and other utilities 
can be considered for this design.  However, a sufficient clear area for pedestrians at the signalized 
intersections should be maintained in the final design to allow for proper ADA ramp accommodations 
and to minimize conflict with the signal equipment (poles, controller cabinets, etc.).

We agree that the traffic-monitoring program that is to be established to monitor and evaluate the 
staged development of the project, along with the future detailed design review of the improvements 
will allow the Town the requisite control and oversight of the design to ensure public health, safety and 
welfare within the public right-of-way.

Issue 2: Access to Dutch’s Tavern

Your response to our comment regarding the impact of the proposed Rock Hill Town Center roadway 
improvements on the access, circulation and parking at Dutch’s Tavern suggests that our 
recommendation for controlled access to this site is more than necessary, and that a less intrusive 
alternative exists: namely your proposal to maintain open access with a drop curb along the property to 
delineate the edge of the roadway.  This is misleading and incorrectly characterizes the issue as an 
imposed condition.

In fact, as we discussed at our meeting on Monday (July 6, 2009), the roadway improvements that are
to be provided to mitigate the traffic impacts of the Rock Hill Town Center will place the back of 
sidewalk at least at the edge of the right-of-way line.  This roadway configuration will require that 
patrons of the Tavern back directly into a travel lane for through traffic on Rock Hill Road at a future 
signalized intersection, which is not the case today.  This access treatment would be unsafe for both the 
patrons of the Tavern and for the general traveling public, and will also reduce the levels of service of 
the roadway system.  Because of these factors, it is our professional opinion that a drop curb is not a 
viable design option for this location, and consequently, the roadway improvements required to 
mitigate the development’s impacts will have an impact on the parking and circulation at Dutch’s 
Tavern.  We agree that an appropriate response to this impact is for the project applicant to work with 
the owner of the Tavern property to relocate the parking and access, as indicated in your letter. 
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Based on our review of the information provided, we believe that there are acceptable solutions to the 
issues we have raised that can be resolved during detailed design of the roadway improvements and 
that the information presented will be sufficient for the Town to make a determination for SEQRA.

Please contact us at your convenience if you have any questions regarding these comments.

Sincerely, 

David Kahlbaugh, AICP, Associate
Sr. Transportation Planner

Christina L. Douglas, P.E.
Traffic Engineer

CLD/
c: R. McGoey: McGoey, Hauser & Edsall

N. Hughson: Planning Board
R. Geneslaw: Robert Geneslaw Co.
Paula Kay, Esq.
C. Klein: NYSDOT Region 9 Planning
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Robert Geneslaw Co. 
 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS 

 

Robert Geneslaw, AICP 

 368 New Hempstead Rd. #320 

 New City,  NY  10956 

 OFFICE (845) 368-1785 

 FAX        (845)368-1787 

 
 

M E M O R A N D U M  

 

 

TO:  THOMPSON PLANNING BOARD 
 

FROM: ROBERT GENESLAW, AICP 
 
SUBJECT: ROCK HILL TOWN CENTER: PRELIMINARY FEIS COMPLETENESS REVIEW 
                      DATED APRIL 27, 2009 
 
DATE:  MAY 26, 2009 
 
C:  HONORABLE ANTHONY CELLINI, SUPERVISOR 

THOMPSON TOWN BOARD  
NORA HUGHSON, PLANNING BOARD SECRETARY 
RICHARD D. MCGOEY, PE, TOWN ENGINEER 

  MICHAEL MEDNICK, ESQ., TOWN ATTORNEY 
  PAULA KAY, ESQ., DEPUTY TOWN ATTORNEY 

STEVE PROYECT,  FOR APPLICANT 
STEVE LOPEZ, FOR APPLICANT 
KEN ELLSWORTH, FOR APPLICANT   
 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
1. Introduction 

 
The applicant has submitted a preliminary Final Environmental Impact Statement / Final      
Generic Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS/FGEIS) for review by Town staff and 
consultants to advise the Planning Board whether the document appears to be 
complete and ready for formal Planning Board review and acceptance. 
 
Among the purposes of the environmental review is to examine all environmental 
impacts of the proposal, identify adverse impacts and provide mitigation.  The 
environmental review process is also intended to identify alternatives.  Based on the 
comments from Planning Board members, the public, town staff and consultants, and 
permitting and review agencies and other factors, the applicant has modified the 
preferred alternative by substantially reducing and relocating the proposed commercial 
development and increasing the number of dwelling units and modifying the proportions 
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of housing types.  The changes to the plan would no longer call for amendments to the 
Town Zoning Map. 
 
The purpose of the FEIS/FGEIS is to respond to comments to the DEIS/DGEIS.  Due to 
the change in the plans, some of the comments to the DEIS no longer apply, and this is 
noted in the responses. 
 
After a meeting on February 20, 2009 with Town staff, consultants and representatives 
of the applicant, the following process was agreed upon (See Feb. 25, 209 memo from 
Joel H. Sacks, Esq., of Keane and Beane, P.C., attorneys for the applicant) on behalf of 
the Planning Board: 
 

A.       At the February 25, 2009 meeting of the Planning Board, the applicant will 
give a SEQRA status report.  In addition, the applicant will prepare a 
summary sheet setting forth a description of the As of Right Alternate 
and briefly comment on its environmental impacts compared to the 
original proposed action 

 
B.      Thereafter, the applicant will proceed to prepare the final Environmental 

Impact Statement (“FEIS”).  This document in addition to containing 
written responses to the public comments received during the public 
comment period, will contain a separate section describing in greater 
detail the As of Right Alternative and its environmental impacts. 

 
C. After the FEIS is submitted to the Planning Board, the Planning Board 

will hold a public hearing on the FEIS, prior to accepting the document. 
 
D. Subsequent to the public hearing on the FEIS, the applicant will make 

such changes to the FEIS as directed by the Planning Board and prior to 
the time that the Planning Board accepts the FEIS. 

 
E. Planning Board completes the SEQRA process by accepting the FEIS 

and thereafter issuing an Environmental Findings Statement. 
 

F. Planning Board continues with its review of the substantive land use 
applications heretofore submitted to the Planning Board by the applicant 

 
We received the preliminary FEIS/FGEIS on April 29, 2009 and attended a staff meeting for a 
preliminary discussion on May 15, 2009.  A variety of issues were discussed, and additional 
information requested, as outlined in the McGoey memo of May 15, 2009, and a tentative 
schedule was discussed, if sufficient additional information was received. 
 

• May 27 - Planning Board meeting – Planning Board would set a Public 
Hearing date for June 24, 2009 

• June 10 – Planning Board meeting – the FEIS will be submitted for public 
review 
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• June 24 – Public Hearing will be opened and at the conclusion of the 
Public Hearing the FEIS will be accepted as complete if no substantive 
issues are brought up by the Board members, staff/consultants, the 
public or permitting and review agencies.  

 
Since the May 15, 2009 staff meeting we have advanced our review and offer the following 
comments: 
 

2. Distinction between FEIS and FGEIS 
 

a. When the SEQRA process was established it was decided that the DEIS 
should examine Phase 1 and Phase 1A in the usual level of detail as it was to 
be the first portion developed, and that the balance of the environmental 
review be somewhat more general in nature, and be treated as a Draft Generic 
Environmental Impact Statement. 

 
b. For the FEIS/FGEIS there are several subject areas that should receive more 

attention based on the revised plan and build out projections and others that 
may need less detail.  In consideration of present economic conditions and its 
effect on the housing market, ability to obtain funding and other matters related 
to development there are considerable uncertainties regarding municipal 
financing; state budget considerations (for schools and municipalities etc.) , 
which considerably cloud the ability to forecast into the future, particularly with 
a projected twenty year build out to 2030.  

 
c. The FEIS/FGEIS states that with the changes in the plan, the amount of earth 

fill to be exported from the site will be substantially reduced, so that for the 
overall project cut and fill will be balanced.  As part of the evaluation of impacts 
resulting from the changes to the plan, the FEIS should include a discussion 
for Phase 1 of the net difference in cut or fill, where excess soil material will be 
temporarily stored, and how it will be protected from storm events.   In the 
future as subsequent phases are proposed, a similar analysis can be 
performed for each.  

 
d. The fiscal impact for each of the community services should be re-evaluated 

for Phase 1, using local information rather than a 15 year old standard.  The 
analysis should also discuss the fiscal impact during the course of the first 
phase, not just the total costs and tax receipts at the end of Phase 1.  For all 
impacts the analysis should be based on year round occupancy of all units.  
Rock Hill Town Center is dissimilar to other residential development in 
Thompson, so taking a 30% credit for seasonal occupancy of dissimilar 
developments is not easily supportable.  For school impacts it is suggested 
that the per household figure supported by the school district be applied. 

 
e. The applicant and the Planning Board have discussed establishing threshold 

points at which additional analysis would be undertaken or certain events 
would occur, such as implementing specific traffic improvements.  The FGEIS 
analysis of community impacts could be generic with the indication that more 
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detailed analysis would be undertaken as the various threshold points are 
reached and actual local experience information is available. 

 
3. Response to comments 

 
a. As we noted in an earlier memo regarding the SEQRA process, each of the  

FEIS/FGEIS responses to comments should reflect the Planning Board 
member's opinion.  In general, we believe the responses to comments are 
reasonable.  There are a few which we call to the attention of the Board as 
possibly needing revision.  Board members may, of course, decide to change 
others: 

• P. 2-20, response to comment 2-50.  We were not able to find response 
2.0-2 and feel the response may not be sufficient. 

• P. 3.1-1, response to comment 3.1-1 regarding blasting.  The phrase “the 
dam…should not be affected by the localized blasting required” should 
be supported by technical information.  See also response 3.1-2 in which 
the applicant has no objection to providing a ground vibration – 
monitoring program and a post blasting engineering report. 

• P. 3.2-3, response to 3.2-6 regarding the Wanaksink Lake Dam should 
be reviewed to determine if the response language accurately reflects 
the Boards’ point of view 

• P. 3.6-1, response 3.6-1 indicates that a visual analysis of the project site 
from Route 17 eastbound was undertaken in 2009, provides narrative 
background information, and concludes that in the applicant’s opinion the 
change in the vista would not significantly affect the viewers appreciation 
of the scenic quality of Sullivan County in any season of the year.   The 
visual analysis (graphic information) that was evaluated should be 
included in the FEIS/FGEIS so that the Board may reach its own 
conclusion. 

• P. 3.8-3, response 3.8-2 regarding the school analysis claims that there 
would be “a net annual surplus to the school district of $1,028,983 and 
that these funds could be used to increase the capacity of school 
facilities.”  Actually the effect would be to reduce the taxes of other 
property owners, and it might be more helpful to refer to the proportions 
of the school budget funded by taxes, or the effect on property owners.  
Similar references are made in several locations in the FEIS/FGEIS and 
should be corrected. 

• P.3.8-4 through p3.8-7 includes comments and responses relating to 
emergency services (fire and ambulance).  It is not clear whether all 
issues are resolved or whether they can be resolved. 

 
 

4. Land Use and Zoning 
 

a. Please provide back up information (for staff review, not necessarily in the 
FEIS/FGEIS) supporting the statement that the as of right plan conforms to 
zoning. 
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b. The significant reduction in commercial space is accompanied by the 
statement that the commercial area is now intended to meet local needs.  To 
help the Planning Board, the public and the business community it might be 
helpful to indicate potential types or number of households or population 
estimated to be needed to support such businesses.  This is not intended to 
specify types of businesses that are to be included, but to provide examples of 
those that could be considered, given the present and anticipated population 
of Rock Hill and the businesses already in the hamlet. 

 
 

5. Traffic 
 

a. Based on the NYSDOT letter dated May 13, 2009 it appears that an 
acceptable Level of Service will be provided along the Route 17 Interchange 
ramp through Phase 1 of the Project, assuming the ramp and nearby 
roadways are improved as proposed.  However, DOT has not yet decided 
whether the ramps may be relocated as part of the I-86 transition, so alternate 
improvements may be necessary. 

 
b. We have not seen the review by Clough-Harbour Associates, the traffic 

consultants for the Town. 
 

c. We have not seen a response to the revised plans from the Sullivan County 
Department of Public Works regarding impacts on Glen Wild Road and Rock 
Hill Drive, the two county roadways that provide access to the site.      

 
d. The revised traffic study by the applicant indicates that the revised plan will not 

require the acquisition of private property to carry out road improvements.  
However, the traffic recommendations call for widening of several roads in the 
Rock Hill hamlet center.  It is suggested that concept plans be provided in the 
FEIS/FGEIS document illustrating the effect on vehicle circulation by adding 
travel and turning lanes.  As a general observation, roadway improvements at 
heavily trafficked intersections often include limiting access, shared driveways, 
curbing, directional striping, etc.  The Planning Board and the business 
community should be aware of any impacts of this kind.  The concept plan 
should also show any impact of widening on the operation at the Rock Hill Fire 
Department driveway apron.  See FEIS/FGEIS p.3.8-9. 

 
e. It is suggested that a sidewalk / bike path be provided by the applicant along 

Rock Hill Drive from the proposed commercial center to the existing hamlet 
business area and that pedestrian crosswalks and signal timing be included in 
the plan, subject to examining the effect on traffic improvements. This would 
be consistent with the policies of the Sullivan 2020 plan, and would encourage 
the new residents of the development to walk to existing businesses in the 
hamlet center.  
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6. Stormwater 
 

a. The review of the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) by McGoey, 
Hauser and Edsall should be included prior to approval of the FEIS/FGEIS. 

 
b. Several residents living to the west of the project site, downhill and adjacent to 

the Neversink River have expressed concern regarding a potential increase of 
stormwater runoff onto their property, and the potential for increased damage if 
the stormwater ponds do not work properly.  The response to the comment in 
the FEIS/FGEIS is to the effect that all permits will be obtained, that the 
SWPPP will be followed, and that the post development peak rate of 
stormwater runoff will not exceed the pre-development peak rate of runoff.  It 
would be helpful if the response discussed the increased length of time of the 
peak rate of runoff, the effect this extended length of time would have on the 
drainage course, such as scouring, bank and bed erosion, velocity and any 
other factors that could affect these properties at lower elevations.  The 
comment from the residents also noted that at periods of exceptional rain the 
river rises, ponding occurs on the roadway and properties.  The response to 
the comment should consider the effect of the longer period of peak runoff on 
these conditions.  It may be preferable to shift the stormwater ponds on the 
westerly edge of the property further east, as well as some of the homes, to 
reduce the amount of stormwater discharged to the Neversink River through 
developed residential properties. 

 
c. The applicant has agreed (p.3.2-2) to work with the Town and the   Wanaksink 

Lake Club if revisions to the Emergency Action Plan are needed.  It is 
suggested that some of the alternatives be discussed in the FEIS/FGEIS as 
part of the response to comments. 

 
 

7. Wanasksink Lake Dam 
 

a. The letter from the representative of the Wanaksink Lake Homeowners 
Association raises the potential for damage to the dam from on-site blasting 
and the effect it could have on downstream properties – The Rock Hill Town 
Center property as well as others, both upstream and further downstream.   
Mitigation measures should be outlined in the FEIS/FGEIS. 

 

b. The letter from Peter J. Connery of the DEC suggests a pre and post blast 
survey and other measures to help protect properties and persons.  The 
discussion in the FEIS/FGEIS should consider some of those measures and 
offer mitigation. 

 
c. Both letters referenced above discuss the Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for 

Wanaksink Lake.  Figure 3.2-2 shows the potential extent of flooding that could 
occur in the area of Rock Hill Town Center if the dam were to fail.  The area 
affected includes the Sewage Treatment Plant, small portions of the proposed 
dwelling units, and portions of Glen Wild Road.  It is suggested that an effort 
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be made to adjust the Rock Hill Town Center plan to avoid construction within 
the approximate area of evacuation.  Additional, the traffic study references 
potential improvements to Glen Wild Road to improve sight distance at various 
points.  If these improvements result in raising the elevation of the road it may 
be less impacted by potential flooding and better serve as an escape route. 

 
 

8. Water Supply 
 

a. As referenced in the Sewage Treatment section of this memo the Delaware 
River Basin Commission appears to have jurisdiction over water takings.  
There should be some indication in the FEIS/FGEIS that permit requirements 
can be met. 

 
b. At the time of the DEIS/DGEIS there was not sufficient information to establish 

that adequate potable water could be made available without affecting off-site 
wells.  The additional pump test information obtained since that time should be 
reviewed to establish whether any off-site wells could be affected and any 
mitigation provided.  The results of the pump test should be included in 
summary form in the response to comments relating to water supply. 

 
 

9. Sewage Treatment  
 

a. At the time of preparation of the DEIS, two alternative locations/solutions were 
under consideration for sewage treatment – one was the expansion of the 
Lake Louise Marie Town operated plant; the other was a new privately owned 
plant to serve the development, located on the east side of Glen Wild Road.  
Since that time the Town Board indicated its preference for the latter.  The 
area proposed for the Sewage Treatment Plant has the potential for flooding 
and there should be consideration of an alternative location to mitigate the 
potential of flooding.  

 
b. DEC guidelines recommends 500 foot distance separation between a sewage 

treatment plant and the nearest residence.  The plan as now presented has a 
lesser distance between the plant and on-site homes, and the 500 foot 
distance extends into private off-site properties, and the latter could adversely 
be affected by the operation of the plant.  Since these off-site properties are 
not owned by the applicant it is suggest that consideration be given to 
providing measures to protect those properties. 

 
c. Any approval of the proposed sewage treatment plant (STP) by DEC would 

include an evaluation of the assimilative capacity of Fowlwood Brook, that is, 
how much treated sewage effluent could acceptably be released into the 
watercourse.  The applicant should prepare a study, or obtain documentation 
from DEC, indicating acceptance of the concept.  In the absence of such 
information it is our opinion that the Board cannot determine that the proposed 
solution is acceptable.  
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d. It appears from correspondence from NYSDEC and  the Delaware River Basin 

Commission (DRBC) that DRBC may also have jurisdiction over the STP.  In 
response to a comment it is indicated that DRBC is revising its regulations, but 
if a permit is necessary one will be obtained.  The DRBC has been informed of 
the proposal and has requested a permit application.  While the filing of a 
permit application may be premature, there should be some indication that the 
DRBC finds the proposal to be generally acceptable.   

 
 

10. Plan Set of 12 sheets prepared by Keystone Associates, LLC and dated rev. April 10, 
2009. 

 
a. Cover Sheet 
 

i. Applicant is identified as “RH Land by Vista Development”.  The 
FEIS/FGEIS identified the applicant as RH Land Development LLC.  
These should be consistent. 

 
ii. The Zoning Notes indicates that in the RR/Rural Residential Zone 

“zoning variance required”.  The FEIS/FGEIS describes the preferred 
plan as the “As of right” plan, conforming to zoning.  This should be 
clarified. 

 
 

 
b. Master Plan, Sheet COOO 
 

i. The phase lines are very difficult to read. 
 

ii. The proposed walks and water tank should be identified in a legend or 
with notes / arrows on the plan. 

 
 

c. Future Phases Layout Plan, Sheet C101 
 

i. The hatched areas (probably steep slopes) and wetlands should be 
identified. 

 
ii. Verify that the property line adjacent to Glen Wild Road is correctly 

shown. 
 

 
d. Grading and Utility Plan, Phase 1, Sheet C103 
 

i. If service vehicle access is necessary for stormwater ponds, show on 
plans. 
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ii. On this and other sheets, the limit of disturbance line needs to be 
adjusted to include various infrastructure elements such as utility lines, 
pump stations, stormwater ponds. 

 
 

e. Grading and Utility Plan, Phase 1, Sheet C104 
 

i. Plan shows existing “Dirt Driveway” Does this serve off-site properties”  
Does easement or right of way exist? 

 
ii. Sewage treatment Plant within 500 feet separation from residence 

guidelines of DEC, on-site and potentially off-site.  
 
 

f. Grading and Utility Plan, Phase 1, Sheet C107 
 

i. The commercial area appears to show one loading space on the 
northwesterly end of the building.  While we recognize that this plan is 
conceptual, the plan suggests three separate rental units.  How would 
large truck deliveries to each be made? 

 
ii. It is suggested that a parking calculation be provided to demonstrate 

that sufficient parking is shown for the proposed 60,000 square feet of 
commercial space proposed.  

 
 

g. It is suggested that preliminary road profiles be prepared for all private and 
public roads.  

 
  
h. A concept subdivision plat (for phases, not individual lots) should be prepared 

indicating how the phases will be set up.  It should take into account any 
extensions of infrastructure into or out of each section or phase and the first 
phase should be capable of operating on its own in the event that market 
condition do not improve in the near future.  Also, existing lot lines to be 
eliminated should be shown. 

 
 

11.  Miscellaneous 
 

a. Page references appear to be incorrect in a number of places.  As an example 
see p. 2-4, which reference response 2.0-1.  We were not able to find that 
response.  Similar references occur on about ten pages, mostly in Section 2.  
Since these references are intended to guide the reader to additional 
information, they should be correct. 
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b. Page 8.2 indicates that some green building practices will be used ( but the 
project will not be LEED certified).  Please provide some examples of the 
practices anticipated to be used. 

 
 

c. Page 3.3-7 Response 3.3-18 refers to letters from US Fish and Wildlife Service 
and NYS Natural Heritage Program and directs the reader to Appendix D for 
Copies.  Our copy of the FEIS/FGEIS does not include these letters. 

 
 

d. Is a proposed site for the YMCA part of the revised plan? If so, would it be in 
the “Town Amenity area”? If not, where? 

 
 

e. The Phase 1B archaeological report was made available after the May 15th 
staff meeting.  It will be reviewed in the near future, focusing on whether any of 
the findings indicate the need to modify the plan to provide protection to 
resources. 

 
 

f. P.3.3-2, comment 3.3-4 refers to vernal pools in general while the response is 
limited to vernal pools in wetlands.  Are there vernal pools not located in 
wetlands? 

 
 

g. P.3.3-6, comment 3.3-16 from Michael Merriman, NYSDEC notes that there is 
a non-regulated wetland (meeting the ACOE definition of “isolated” wetland) 
that would be filled, and that a jurisdictional determination must be made by 
the ACOE.  The response to the comment is that the DEIS was sent to the 
ACOE and no response was received, but if the Lead Agency (the Planning 
Board) determines that a jurisdictional determination is necessary, one will be 
sought before the start of construction.  The Planning Board should decide 
whether one is needed and whether it can wait until the start of construction.  
The applicant should discuss the implication of the location of the wetland on 
the plan.   

 
 

h. P.1-1 indicates that an objective of the project sponsor is to provide varied and 
affordable housing opportunities, with the term affordable meaning housing 
available to median income persons in Sullivan County.  It would be helpful to 
indicate the median income level for the most recent year available.  
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Staff has been reviewing the FEIS dated June 5, 2009 as well as the earlier version and has 
been communicating with the applicant’s representatives.  A number of changes to the FEIS 
have been agreed to, while some items remain open.  It is recommended that the FEIS be 
revised to reflect those items already agreed to as well as any items yet to be resolved and 
any additional comments as the result of Planning Board member comments and those that 
may result from the Public Hearing on June 24, 2009.  The Board may be able to approve 
the FEIS at the June 24, 2009 meeting, with the understanding that the staff will resolve 
open issues during the immediate 10 days following the acceptance while the FEIS remains 
open and prior to its filing.   The Findings Statement would then be completed within 30 days 
of the filing of the FEIS, which could take place at the July 8, 2009 Planning Board meeting. 
 
Following please find the Introduction Section excerpted from our memo dated May 26, 
2009.  Also attached please find a response memo from TMA to our memo dated May 26, 
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2009.  The open issues which we feel have either not been answered adequately or those 
which require Board decision have been included.  We have taken those items from our May 
26, 2009 memo and  highlighted using bold italic for those outstanding items.  Additionally, 
we are submitting several items, most of which require Board decision, in a section of this 
memo referred to as Other Relevant Items.   
 
  
1. Introduction 

 
The applicant has submitted a preliminary Final Environmental Impact Statement / Final      
Generic Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS/FGEIS) for review by Town staff and 
consultants to advise the Planning Board whether the document appears to be 
complete and ready for formal Planning Board review and acceptance. 
 
Among the purposes of the environmental review is to examine all environmental 
impacts of the proposal, identify adverse impacts and provide mitigation.  The 
environmental review process is also intended to identify alternatives.  Based on the 
comments from Planning Board members, the public, town staff and consultants, and 
permitting and review agencies and other factors, the applicant has modified the 
preferred alternative by substantially reducing and relocating the proposed commercial 
development and increasing the number of dwelling units and modifying the proportions 
of housing types.  The changes to the plan would no longer call for amendments to the 
Town Zoning Map. 
 
The purpose of the FEIS/FGEIS is to respond to comments to the DEIS/DGEIS.  Due to 
the change in the plans, some of the comments to the DEIS no longer apply, and this is 
noted in the responses. 
 
After a meeting on February 20, 2009 with Town staff, consultants and representatives 
of the applicant, the following process was agreed upon (See Feb. 25, 209 memo from 
Joel H. Sachs, Esq., of Keane and Beane, P.C., attorneys for the applicant) on behalf of 
the Planning Board: 
 

A.       At the February 25, 2009 meeting of the Planning Board, the applicant will 
give a SEQRA status report.  In addition, the applicant will prepare a 
summary sheet setting forth a description of the As of Right Alternate 
and briefly comment on its environmental impacts compared to the 
original proposed action 

 
B.      Thereafter, the applicant will proceed to prepare the final Environmental 

Impact Statement (“FEIS”).  This document in addition to containing 
written responses to the public comments received during the public 
comment period, will contain a separate section describing in greater 
detail the As of Right Alternative and its environmental impacts. 

 
C. After the FEIS is submitted to the Planning Board, the Planning Board 

will hold a public hearing on the FEIS, prior to accepting the document. 
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D. Subsequent to the public hearing on the FEIS, the applicant will make 
such changes to the FEIS as directed by the Planning Board and prior to 
the time that the Planning Board accepts the FEIS. 

 
E. Planning Board completes the SEQRA process by accepting the FEIS 

and thereafter issuing an Environmental Findings Statement. 
 

F. Planning Board continues with its review of the substantive land use 
applications heretofore submitted to the Planning Board by the applicant. 

 
We received the preliminary FEIS/FGEIS on April 29, 2009 and attended a staff meeting for a 
preliminary discussion on May 15, 2009.  A variety of issues were discussed, and additional 
information requested, as outlined in the McGoey memo of May 15, 2009, and a tentative 
schedule was discussed, if sufficient additional information was received. 
 

• May 27 - Planning Board meeting – Planning Board would set a Public 
Hearing date for June 24, 2009 

• June 10 – Planning Board meeting – the FEIS will be submitted for public 
review 

• June 24 – Public Hearing will be opened and at the conclusion of the 
Public Hearing the FEIS will be accepted as complete if no substantive 
issues are brought up by the Board members, staff/consultants, the 
public or permitting and review agencies.  

 
 

2. Distinction between FEIS and FGEIS – See memo of 5/26/09.  
 
 
The following includes those items which we feel have either not been answered 
adequately in the TMA response or require Board decision.  
 

3. Response to comments –.  
 

a. As we noted in an earlier memo regarding the SEQRA process, each of the  
FEIS/FGEIS responses to comments should reflect the Planning Board 
member's opinion.  In general, we believe the responses to comments are 
reasonable.  There are a few which we call to the attention of the Board as 
possibly needing revision.  Board members may, of course, decide to change 
others. 
• P. 3.2-3, response to 3.2-6 regarding the Wanaksink Lake Dam should 

be reviewed to determine if the response language accurately reflects 
the Boards’ point of view.  BOARD TO DECIDE 

• P. 3.6-1, response 3.6-1 indicates that a visual analysis of the project site 
from Route 17 eastbound was undertaken in 2009, provides narrative 
background information, and concludes that in the applicant’s opinion the 
change in the vista would not significantly affect the viewer’s appreciation 
of the scenic quality of Sullivan County in any season of the year.   The 
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visual analysis (graphic information) that was evaluated should be 
included in the FEIS/FGEIS so that the Board may reach its own 
conclusion. BOARD TO DECIDE 

• P. 3.8-3, response 3.8-2 regarding the school analysis claims that there 
would be “a net annual surplus to the school district of $1,028,983 and 
that these funds could be used to increase the capacity of school 
facilities.”  Actually the effect would be to reduce the taxes of other 
property owners, and it might be more helpful to refer to the proportions 
of the school budget funded by taxes, or the effect on property owners.  
Similar references are made in several locations in the FEIS/FGEIS and 
should be corrected. It is our understanding that school taxes are 
established based on school budget, therefore there would be no 
“net annual surplus”.  The applicant should provide any 
authorization to the school district allowing revenue raised from 
taxes to exceed the school budget, if not, the language should be 
removed.  BOARD TO DECIDE 

• P.3.8-4 through p3.8-7 includes comments and responses relating to 
emergency services (fire and ambulance).  It is not clear whether all 
issues are resolved or whether they can be resolved. The national 
standards provided by the applicant are for full time paid fire 
personnel. Standards applicable to a Volunteer Department may 
vary.   BOARD TO DECIDE 

 
 

4. Land Use and Zoning 
 

Responses adequate 
 
 

5. Traffic –Ongoing communications have taken place between Clough-Harbour and 
Adler Associates.  We recommend that Clough-Harbour update the Board.  

 
 

6. Stormwater 
 

a. The review of the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) by McGoey, 
Hauser and Edsall should be included prior to approval of the FEIS/FGEIS.  
We recommend that Mr. McGoey update the Board as to the status of the 
review.   

 
 

7. Wanaksink Lake Dam 
See TMA response memo.   

 
8. Water Supply 

 
b. At the time of the DEIS/DGEIS there was not sufficient information to establish 

that adequate potable water could be made available without affecting off-site 
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wells.  The additional pump test information obtained since that time should 
be reviewed to establish whether any off-site wells could be affected and any 
mitigation provided.  The results of the pump test should be included in 
summary form in the response to comments relating to water supply.  We 
recommend the Mr. McGoey,Town Engineer advise the Board.  

 
 

9. Sewage Treatment  
 

c. Any approval of the proposed sewage treatment plant (STP) by DEC would 
include an evaluation of the assimilative capacity of Fowlwood Brook, that is, 
how much treated sewage effluent could acceptably be released into the 
watercourse.  The applicant should prepare a study, or obtain documentation 
from DEC, indicating acceptance of the concept.  In the absence of such 
information it is our opinion that the Board cannot determine that the 
proposed solution is acceptable.  Mr. McGoey should advise on this 
matter. The June 5, 2009 FEIS estimates the proportion of treated 
effluent that would be added to the stream as a ration of 1:47. 

 
 
10.  Plan Set of 12 sheets prepared by Keystone Associates, LLC and dated rev. April 10, 
2009.  For purposes of FEIS the plans are acceptable 
 

 
 
11.   Miscellaneous 
 

e.  The Phase 1B archaeological report was made available after the May 15th 
staff meeting.  It will be reviewed in the near future, focusing on whether any of 
the findings indicate the need to modify the plan to provide protection to 
resources.  Since the May 26th memo was issued we have received and 
reviewed the Phase 1B archeological report and agree that there is no 
need to alter the site plan to preserve cultural resources.  

 
f. P.3.3-2, comment 3.3-4 refers to vernal pools in general while the response is 

limited to vernal pools in wetlands.  Are there vernal pools not located in 
wetlands?  We want to ascertain if vernal pools are present in non-
jurisdictional wetlands and have they been identified and mapped? 

 
g.   3.3-6, comment 3.3-16 from Michael Merriman, NYSDEC notes that there is a 

non-regulated wetland (meeting the ACOE definition of “isolated” wetland) that 
would be filled, and that a jurisdictional determination must be made by the 
ACOE.  The response to the comment is that the DEIS was sent to the ACOE 
and no response was received, but if the Lead Agency (the Planning Board) 
determines that a jurisdictional determination is necessary, one will be sought 
before the start of construction.  The Planning Board should decide whether 
one is needed and whether it can wait until the start of construction.  The 
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applicant should discuss the implication of the location of the wetland on the 
plan.  BOARD TO DECIDE. 

 
 

h. P.1-1 indicates that an objective of the project sponsor is to provide varied and 
affordable housing opportunities, with the term affordable suggesting housing 
available to median income persons in Sullivan County.  It would be helpful to 
indicate the median income level for the most recent year available.  The 
proposed response suggests that the response refers to home buyers 
not Sullivan County residents.  Please clarify this for the Board. 

 
 
 
OTHER RELEVANT ITEMS 
 
Introduction 
 
p.i.  The FEIS indicates that subsequent to issuance of the Findings Statement the applicant 

will seek preliminary subdivision approval for the entire development plan and all other 
approvals only for Phase 1, including site plan approval.  Presumably the applicant will 
then seek final subdivision approval for the various phases.  Once granted and following 
the filing of the subdivision plat with Sullivan County, the various phases may be sold to 
other developers.  Therefore, it is important that the FEIS and Findings Statement, and 
later the subdivision, site plans and Planning Board resolutions include all conditions, 
mitigations, phasing and requirements. 

 
Traffic 
 
The revised plan reduces traffic impacts by about 60%, but does not completely eliminate 
them.   The evaluation of traffic impacts is complicated by the NYSDOT proposal to modify 
entrance and exit ramps to and from NYS Route 17 as part of the transition to Interstate 86, 
and the transition plans are not yet complete.  The traffic mitigation for Rock Hill Town 
Center full development is reported to require no acquisition of private property for road 
widening, but would include road widening within the right of way primarily for turning lanes 
and several traffic signals, at locations described in the FEIS.  It is also reported that none of 
the traffic mitigation would be needed in Phase 1.  The FEIS indicates that the applicant will 
be responsible for carrying out all the traffic improvements necessary to mitigate the 
increased traffic from their development, but not the work needed for the I-86 transition.  This 
is reasonable and appropriate. 
 
The primary traffic issues appear to be in two categories: 
 

a. The effect on existing businesses in Rock Hill, regarding effect on parking and 
access, pedestrian circulation, shoulders and utility/maintenance connections and 
extensions. 

b. Clarification of how the traffic monitoring program and project milestones are to be 
formulated. 
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The Board should satisfy itself that the potential impacts on the Rock Hill business community 
are clearly understood and that all feasible mitigation has been included. 
 
Revised Project Description 
 
p.1-3, Table 1-1 
 It would be helpful if this or another table included housing type by phase. 
 
p.1-3,4 

The Glen Wild South neighborhood, with 95 single family dwellings, is the only one of 
the five neighborhoods that does not include a description of recreation facilities, and 
is included in Phase 1.  We recommend inclusion of some recreation facilities. 
BOARD TO DECIDE. 

 
p.1-5 

 Communications regarding the potential for a sidewalk was referred to Adler 
Associates and they have stated that this can be accomplished.  We suggest the 
addition of a bullet here and in any other relevant sections referencing the inclusion of 
a sidewalk along Rock Hill Drive from the commercial driveway to the center of Rock 
Hill.  BOARD TO DECIDE. 

 
p.1-6,7  

   The section summarizing the phasing of development indicates that all landscaping 
including street trees for each house will be added within one growing season of a 
Certificate of Occupancy being granted.  We recommend that all landscaping including 
street trees be added prior to issuance of C.O. except for winter, when a short bonding 
provision can be made until spring planting season. BOARD TO DECIDE. 

 
p.1-9 

 The text indicates that “prior to site plan approval a landscaping plan would be 
prepared that would identify areas of tree preservation based on  the engineer’s final 
grading plan”.  We recommend that this language be changed to provide that tree 
preservations measures would be established in conjunction with the preparation of 
the grading plan.  BOARD TO DECIDE. 

 
p.2-6,7 
 Response 2-9 suggests this office has found the calculation of density to be 

acceptable.  This office has not completed that phase of review, but that is not 
required for completion of the SEQRA process. 

 
p.2-11 
 Response 2-18 includes the phrase “with the construction of the retail facilities years 

away…”.  Is this to suggest that although the retail facility is in Phase 1 that it may not 
be constructed within the estimated 4-5 years of development of Phase 1? 

 
p.2-14,15 

 Comment 2-26 recommends that workforce housing be provided to benefit local 
volunteers, service personnel, and recent High School and college graduates.  The 
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response is that the project sponsor will consider this suggestion.  The Board should 
decide whether housing should be part of the plan, and , if so, make provisions before 
completion of the environmental process.  BOARD TO DECIDE. 

 
p.2-18 
 Comment 2-36 questions the need for bonding to ensure completion of roads.  The 

response should be more than “Comment noted” and should provide information 
relating to the assurance that roads will be completed.     

 
p. .2-3 
 Response 3.2-6 In response to comments regarding the Wanaksink Lake Dam, the 

FEIS has a statement as follows: 
 
                    “The applicant is committed to working with the Town in order to develop a plan 

to minimize the potential for damage to the Proposed Action (Rock Hill Town 
Center) resulting from a breach in the dam” 

   
“It is noted that the operation of the dam is the responsibility of the Wanaksink 
Lake Club and further that the dam’s flood potential if breached, should not 
preclude the project site from development.  Further, the Applicant has no 
intention to indemnify the Wanaksink Lake Club from adverse impacts 
associated with emergency water flows associated wit the Wanaksink Lake 
Club.  BOARD TO DECIDE.  We also note that in the discussion of 
blasting, provision of insurance to protect other property owners was 
agreed upon. 

 
p.3.3-2 
 Response 3.3-5. A basis should be provided for the statement that traffic generated 

from logging activities “is projected to have minimal to no impacts on traffic in the 
area”. 

 
p.3.9-1   
 Response 3.9-2 states that “the wastewater treatment plant will be privately owned 

and it’s expected that a transportation corporation will be established for the water and 
sewer operation”.  In the FEIS (p.3.9-7 response 3.9-18) it is indicated that the 
homeowners association will have legal ownership of the well and the proposed 
utilities.  This should be clarified. 

 
p.3.9-2 
 In comment 3.9-4 a neighboring property owner reported that after the exploratory well 

tests were completed it necessitated remedial work to remove “muck” from his wells.  
The response referred to the well testing reports but did not provide a response to the 
issue and should do so.   
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We have had several communications with Steve Lopez of TMA regarding the outstanding 
items in our June 23, 2009 memo.  On behalf of Rock Hill Town Center he has agreed to the 
remaining outstanding items and will provide documentation prior to the Planning Board 
meeting of July 22, 2009.  We understand the documentation will also respond to the last 
several items from Dick McGoey. 
 
Once the Planning Board accepts the changes to the FEIS, a draft Findings Statement will 
be prepared for Board review.  Once the draft  Findings Statement is complete it will be 
presented to the Planning Board for review, possible revision and adoption.  There is no 
requirement for a public hearing for the Findings Statement.  
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